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D: No, it isn't-not for you it isn't.
[,'l Beeause I don't even want to cheat?
D: Yes-partly that.
lr: But do you want to cheat and bluff all the time?
Dr No--of course not.
F: Well then?
D: Oh-Daddy-you'll neou understand.
F; I guess I never will.
F: Look, I scored a sort of debating point just now by
Metalogue' Ahout Games and Being Serinus*

Daughter: Daddy, are these conversations serious?
Father: Certainly they are.
D: They're not a sort of game that you play with me?
Fr God forbid . . . but they are a sort of game that we play

D:
F:

D:
F:
D:
F:

together.

F:

Then they're nof serious!
Suppose you

tell me what you would understand by the

words "serious" and a "game."
Well. . . if you're. . . I don'tknow.
If I am what?
I mean . . . the conversations are serious for me, but if
you are only playing a game . . .
Steady now. Let's look at what is good and what is bad
about "playing" and "games." First of all, I don't mind
much-about winning or losing. When your ques-not
tions put me in a tight spot, sure, I try a little harder to

think straight and to say clearly what I mean. But I
don't blufi and I don't set traps. There is no tennptation
to,cheat.

D:
F:

That's just it. It's not serious to you. It's a game. People
who cheat just don't know how to pl.ay, They treat a
game as though it were serious.
But it is serious.

A

D:
F:
D:

*This metalogue is reprinted by permission from EIC.I
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forcing you to admit that you don't want to cheatand tlien I tied onto that admission the conclusion that
therefore the conversations are not "serious" for you
either. Was that a sort of cheating?
Yes-sort of.
I agree-I think it was. I'm sorry.
You see, Daddy-if I cheated or wanted to cheat, that
would mean that I was not serious about the things we
talk about. It would mean that I was only playing a game
with you.
Yes, that makes sense.

D:
F:
D:

But it doesn't *rk" ,"ir",trddr. It's an awful muddle.
Yes-a muddle-but still a sort of sense.

F:

Wait a minute.

D:
Fr

How, Daddy?

ffri, i, ***r, to say. First of allthink that we get somewhere with these conversations.
I enjoy them very much and I think you do. But also,
apart from that, I think that we get some ideas straight
and I think that the muddles help. I mean-that if we
both spoke logically all the time, we would never get
anywhere. We would only parrot all the old clich6s that
everybody has repeated for hundreds of years,
What is a clich6, Daddy?
A clich6? It's a French word, and I think it was originally
a printer's word. When they print a sentence they have
to take the separate letters and put them one by one
into a sort of grooved stick to spell out the sentence.
But for words and sentences which people use often,
the printer keeps little sticks of Ietters ready made up.
And these ready-made sentences are called clich6s.
I
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F:

F: Yes-it

D:

D:

was about the muddles that we get into in
these talks and how getting into muddles mikes a sort
of sense. If we didn't get i;to muddles, our talks would
!e likg f-llying rummy without first shuffiing the cards.
Yes, Daddy-but what about those things-the ready-

F:

clich6s, Daddy.

Fr

D:

F;
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You said there were "so many questions." Do you huvt'
another?

Yes-about games and being serious. That's what wc
started from, and I don't know how or why that led rrs
to talk about our muddles. The way you confuse everything-it's a sort of cheating.
No, absolutely not.

r +

made sticks of lettersP

The clich6s? Yes-it's the same thing. We all have lots
of ready-made phrases and ideas, and the printer has
ready-m_ade sticks of letters, all sorted out inio phrases.
But if the printer w-ants to print something new-say,
so-mething_ in a new language, he will have 1o break up
all that old sorting of the letters. In the same way, i-n
order to think new thoughts or to say new things, we
have to break up all oui ready-made ideas and lhufle

F:

the pieces.

D:

But, Daddy, the printer would not shuffie all the letters? Would he? He wouldn't shake them all up in a
b-1g.- He would put them one by one in their pl-acesall the @'s in one box and all the b's in another, and atl
the commas in another, and so on.
Yes-that's-right. Otherwise he would go mad trying to
ffnd an a when he wanted it.

+ t
F: What are you thinkingJ
D: No-it's only that there are so many questions.
F: For example?
D: Well, I see what you mean about our getting into muddles. That that makes us say new sorti of thlngs. But

I

am thinking about the'printer. He has to kee[ all his
Iittle letteri sorted_ out'even though he breakl up all
the ready-made phrases. And I am wondering ibout
our muddles. Do we have to. keep the little pleces of
our.thought in some sort of order-to keep from going
mad?

think so-yes-but I don't know what sort of order.
That would be a terribly hard question to answer. I
don't think we could g"i un ,nr'*". to that question

o

You brought up two questions. And really there are rt
lot more . . . We started from the question about thcst'
conversations-are they serious? Or are they a sort o[
game? And you felt hurt that I might be playing a gam(,,
while you were serious. It looks as though a conversation is a game if a person takes part in it with one set ol'
emotions or ideas-but not a "game" if his ideas or
emotions are different.
Yes, it's if your ideas about the conversation are different

frommine...

!': If. we both had the game idea, it would be all righti)
[): Yes-of course.
[,' :
Then it seems to be up to me to make clear what I
mean by the game idea. I know that I am serious*whatever that means-about the things that we tnlk
about. We talk about ideas. And I know that I play
with the ideas in order to understand them and fit
them together. It's "plry" in the same sense that ir
small child "plays" with blocks . . . And a child with
building blocks is mostly very serious about his "play."
l)r But is it a game, Daddy? Do you play against me?
[,'
No. I think of it as you and I playing together agairrst
the building blocks-the ideas. Sometimes competing a
bit-but competing as to who can get the next idcrr
into place. And sometimes we attack each other's bit
of building, or I will try to defend my built-up idels
from your criticism. But always in the end we are working together to build the ideas up so that they will
:

stand'

F: I

today.
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r

Daddy, do our talks have rules? The differcncc bctwct'u

a game and iust playirrg is that t lriune ha.s rtrlc.s.
Yes. Let me thirrk irlxut tlrlrl. I tlrink wrr rl<t lutvc lr srul
of mles . urrrl I tlrirrk ir ,'lrikl plal,irsg rvillr lrLrcks
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D:
F:

D:
F:
D:

F:
D:
F:

D:
F:

D:
F:
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has rules. The blocks themselves make a sort of rules.
They will balance in certain positions and they will not
balance in other positions. And it would be a sort of
cheating if the child used glue to make the blocks
stand up in a position from which they would otherwise
fall.
But what rules do u.re have?
Well, the ideas that we play with bring in a sort of rules.
There are rules about how ideas will stand up and support each other. And if they are wrongly put together
the whole building falls down.
No glue, DaddyP
No-no glue. Only logic.

But you said that,f *" -;"; talked logically and rlid
not get into muddles, we could never say anything new.
We could only say ready-made things. What did you
call those thingsP
Clich6s. Yes. GIue is what clich6s are stuck together
with.
But you said "logic," Daddy.
Yes, I know. We're in a muddle again. Only I don't see
a way out of this particular muddle.

niayl

How did we get rr* ir,
All right, let's see if we can retrace our steps. We were
talking about the "rules" of these conversations. And I
said that the ideas that we play with have rules of
logic . , .
Daddyl Wouldn't it be a good thing if we had a few
more rules and obeyed them more carefully? Then we
might not get into these dreadful muddles,
Yes. But wait. You mean that I get us into these muddles
because I cheat against rules which we don't have. Or
put it this way. That we might have rules which would
stop us from getting into muddlss-s5 long as we obeyed
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Yes, Daddy, that's what the rules of a game are for.
Yes, but do you want to turn these conversations into
that sort of a garne? I'd rather play canasta-which
is

fun too.

Mind
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D;

Yes, that's right. We can play canasta whenever we
want to. But at the moment I would rather play this
game. Only I don't know what sort of a game this is. Nor
what sort of rules it has.
[o-: And yet we have been playing for some time'
l): Yes. And it's been fun.

[,':Yes.rgo

li:

D:
F:

D:
F:

D:

Let's go back to the question whish you asked

and

which I said was too difficult to answer today. We were
talking about the printer breaking up his clich6s, and
you siid that he *ould still keep some sort of order
among his Ietters-to keep from going mad. And then
you asked "What sort of order should we cling to so
ihat when we get into a muddle we do not go mad?" It
seems to me that the "'rules" of the game is only another name for that sort of order.
Yes-and cheating is what gets us into muddles.
In a sense, yes. That's right. Except that the whole
point of the game is that we do get into muddles, and
do come out on the other side, and if there were no
muddles our "game" would be like canasta or chessand that is not how we want it to be.
Is it you that make the rules, Daddy? Is that fair?
That, daughter, is a dirty crack. And probably an unfair
one, But let me accept it at face value. Yes, it is I who
make the rules-aftei all, I do not want us to go mad.
All right. But, Daddy, do you also change the rules?
SometimesP

F:

D:
F:

Hmm, another dirty crack. Yes, daughter, I change
them constantly" Not all of them, but some of them.

I

wish you'd tell me when you're going to change theml

Hmm-yes-again. I wish I could. But it isn't like that'
If it were like chess or canasta, I could tell you the

rules, and we could, if we wanted to, stop playing and
discuss the rules. And then we could start a new game

with the new rules. tsut what rules would hold us between the two games? While we were diseussing the

them.

D:
F;
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rules?

D:
T:

I don't understand.
Yes. The point is

that the purpose of these conversations is to discover the "rules." [t's like life-a game

20

D:
F:

D:
F:
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whose purpose is to discover the rules, which rules are
always changing and always undiscoverable.
But I don't call that a gatne, Daddy.
Perhaps not. I would call it a game, or at any rate "play."
But it certainly is not like chess or canasta. It's more
Iike what kittens and puppies do. Perhaps. I don't know.

Daddy, why do titt"r,
poipiu, pl"y?
"na
I don't know-I don't know.

Metalogue, How Much

Ilo You Itnow?*

l)auqhter: Daddy, how much do you know?
r,:oth'*r Me? Hri--I have about a pound of knowledge' ^
il,----O""t Ue silly. Is it a pound sterl^ing or a pound weight?
I mean reallYhow m,r"j, d, You know?
I,': Well, my br"ain weighs about two pounds and I suppose
I use abtut a quartEr of it-or use it at about a quarter
efficiency. So let's say half a pound'
I): g;i a" you kr,r* more thin Johnny's daddy? Do you
know more than I do?
tr: Hmm-I once knew a little boy in England who askeC,
his father, "Do fathers always know more than sonsf'
and the father said, "Yes"' The next question- was'
"Daddy, who invented the steam engine?" and the Jather said, "james Watt." And then the son came back
with "-Lui why didn't james Watt's father invent it?"
*to

know. I know more than that boy because I know
why James Watt's father didn't. It was because someU.iytft" had to think of something else before an-ybody
coufd make a steam engine. I mean something !ik5l
don't know-but there ias somebody else who had to
discover oil before anybody could make an engine'

D: I

I mean, it means that
makes difi.t"t
"u.
"
knowledge is all sort of knitted together, or woven' like

F: ies-that

*This metalogue is reprinted by permission from ETC':
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